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ASK OUR EXPERTS

HUNDREDS OF CUSTOMER
PHOTOS & REVIEWS

PLACE YOUR ORDER

Speak with our knowledgable, US-based team by 
calling 1-800-COVERKING (562-3274) 6AM-5PM PST

Learn what others think of our products before 
you buy!  Just visit facebook.com/Coverking

Call 1-800-COVERKING  (562-3274) 6AM-5PM PST
Visit www.Coverking.com

“Coverking seat
  covers fit like a 
  glove!”
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DECADES OF PERFECTION
Coverking was founded in Southern California by an Industrial and Electrical 
Engineer who worked in Southern California’s Aerospace Defense industry. 
The experience and knowledge acquired over decades of work on the 
most sophisticated defense weapons systems was applied to the relatively 
backward industry of cut-and-sew custom automotive accessories.

The accuracy and precision of the CAD and CAM systems led to previously 
unattainable levels of pattern quality, and the automation created 
efficiencies which allowed Coverking to produce better fitting product, in a 
fraction of the time, that cost less than the competition.

Today quality, technology, and service are the basis of all product lines and 
have led to stellar Customer Satisfaction.  
We know you’ll be impressed!

Skilled craftsman at our main manufacturing 
facility in Anaheim, California.
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OUR FANS
SAY IT BEST
This sampling of actual customer photos and 
comments from www.Facebook.com/Coverking 
says it better than we ever could!
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8 Materials and
35+ Styles!

6 Made in USA          Satisfaction Guaranteed          Shop Online at www.Coverking.com

CUSTOM
VEHICLE COVERS

SECURITY
GROMMETS

ON OUTDOOR
MATERIALS

MIRROR
POCKETS

ANTENNA
POCKETS



See fan photos & reviews, and add your 
own, at facebook.com/coverking

Fewer seams means less 
risk of seam failure, seam 

leakage, or damage to your 
vehicle’s finish.

Learn What Others 
Like Before You Buy

7Check Out Real Customer Experiences at www.Facebook.com/Coverking

“Great quality, heavy-
  duty, and it fits 
  magnificently...”

ELASTIC AT
FRONT & REAR
SECURE COVER

FEWEST
SEAMS

POSSIBLE

FORM
FITTING

CUSTOMIZABLE
STYLES



CVC
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TRIGUARD™

COVERBOND 4™

An economical three-layer material that guards your vehicle 
against light weather conditions and the sun.  Great for 
occassional use, or when in a carport or under a roof.  The cover 
for when you want something quick and cheap without getting 
emotionally involved.  Excellent breathability and fortified with the 
finest UV light retarding agents.

A super-thick, four layer material that is more waterproof than 
Triguard™. It’s thickness even shields against dings and bings and 
other things resulting from minor contact including light hail.
Affords your vehicle a degree of protection when you’re rearranging 
the carport, or on those rainy days when the kids are driving you nuts 
and you tell ‘em to go play in the garage.

LIGHT
WEATHER
CONDITIONS

MODERATE
WEATHER &
LIGHT IMPACT

GRAY
I98



CVC
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SILVERGUARD™

MOSOM PLUS™

RUGGED
ALL-WEATHER
PROTECTION

Reflects the rays of the hot sun and provides great UV protection, 
while protecting against other elements, as well.  However, if you live 
in what most of us would characterize as an “extreme” climate (big 
storms, hail, locusts) we recommend you consider Stormproof™.  Or, 
you know, moving. Rugged 300 denier polyester woven fabric with a 
unique encapsulated coating which provides the amazing UV protection. 
Perfect for general use in especially sunny climates.

A five-layer material that is the only cover of its kind on the market, 
consisting of a meltdown polypropylene layer sandwiched by two 
outer layers of polyester spunbound material.  Offers the protection 
of Coverbond 4™ with an added waterproof layer sandwiched in the 
middle, and a soft fleece inner liner.  As Homer Simpson might say, 
“Mmmm. Soft fleece inner liner…”

AMAZING UV
PROTECTION

GRAY
O2G

GRAY
E62

REALTREE HARDWOODS
E55



CVC
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SILVERGUARD PLUS™

SATIN STRETCH™

The impressive protection of our standard Silverguard™ cover 
combined with a plush, non-abrasive lining to pamper your 
vehicle’s finish. Reflects the rays of the hot sun and provides 
great UV protection, while protecting against other elements, as 
well.  However, if you live in what most of us would characterize 
as an “extreme” climate (big storms, hail, locusts) we 
recommend you consider Stormproof™.  Or, you know, moving.

AMAZING UV
PROTECTION PLUS
SOFT INNER LINER

ULTIMATE
INDOOR
PROTECTION
For indoor use only, the 
Lycra fibers optimally stretch to 
show off the curves of your car.   
The special stitching methods, invisible 
seams, bright colors, and museum quality fit make 
this our sexiest cover.  The inner-liner 
soft-as-butter fleece is specially designed 
not to rub off on convertible tops.  
This cover fits so snugly that 
when people try on a glove, 
they say, “Wow, it fits like a 
satin stretch cover!”

GRAY
EP3

GN           BE          YW           RD           BK           TN           GY            WE BK/GN    BK/BE    BK/YW    BK/RD   BK/TN     BK/GY    BK/WE   

OPTIONAL
RACING
STRIPES

AVAILABLE

SYNERGY
GREEN

BK/
SYNERGY
GREEN

INFERNO
ORANGE

BK/
INFERNO
ORANGE

GRABBER
BLUE

BK/
GRABBER

BLUE

GOLD BK/
GOLD

RUST 
ORANGE

BK/
RUST 

ORANGE

SS91              SS93              SS95              SS98               SS86              SS84                S89              SS292             SS294            SS298           SS286             SS284           SS289
SS92            SS94               SS96               SSP1             SS85              SS88              SS291            SS293           SS296             SS2P1           SS285            SS288 



CVC
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AUTOBODY ARMOR™

STORMPROOF™

Coverking’s top-of-the-line 
outdoor car cover fabric is durable, 
washable, breathable, lightweight, thin, 
and won’t scratch your car.  Not only that, but 
it’s “inherently” water-resistant – no coating or 
laminates added – so even after 2-3 years, 
it repels water as good as new.  The 
only thing our Stormproof™ 
doesn’t have is a driver’s license! 
This magnificent material is the 
culmination of decades of 
materials engineering initiative.

ULTIMATE
OUTDOOR
PROTECTION

No, this isn’t something out of “Iron Man.” Think Satin Stretch™, only 
with a blend of Silverguard™, making it ideal for outdoor use. Highly 
breathable yet highly water resistant, due to its ability to stretch while 
remaining waterproof. Protects your car in environments you probably 
shouldn’t even have a car. Come to think of it, maybe this is something 
out of “Iron Man.” A layer of Thermoplastic Polyurethane provides 
your vehicle with the best water resistance available from a cover. 

BEST INDOOR
& OUTDOOR
PROTECTION

OPTIONAL
RACING
STRIPES

AVAILABLE

GRAY
AB98

BK        WINE        YW          RD          TN           BE          GY    BK/WINE  BK/YW   BK/RD   BK/TN   BK/BE    BK/GY
SP95             SP93             SP96             SP98             SP293          SP296            SP298

SP90             SP94              SP97           SP290            SP294          SP297 
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CUSTOM
SEAT COVERS

ARMREST &
CONSOLE
COVERS

OPTIONAL
SEAT HEATER

& MEMORY 
FOAM

SEE PAGE 46

Will not hinder 
functionality of 
your seats!

Our engineers use 
cutting-edge 

technology to 
design your 
custom seat 
covers - 
including 
this 3D 
scanner.

11 Materials
& 65 Styles

Install in less than 
30 minutes

WHEN APPLICABLE

ON MOST APPLICATIONS



See fan photos & reviews, and add your 
own, at facebook.com/coverking

See Real Customer 
Installations

13Check Out Real Customer Experiences at www.Facebook.com/Coverking

“Coverking seat
  covers fit like a
  glove!”

EMBROIDERY
OPTIONS

ALL CONTROLS
ACCESSIBLE

REAR
STORAGE
POCKETS

AIRBAG
FLAPS

TO ACCOMODATE ANY
INTEGRATED AIRBAGS

Install in less than 
30 minutes



CSC
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SADDLE BLANKET

BALLISTIC

POLYCOTTON DRILL

The styling on these rugged covers evokes 
the wild, wild west and has extra cushioning, 
for comfort, and are made to take a lot of 
wear and tear. Never goes out of style - just 
remains, year in year out, one of our most 
popular covers.

These seat covers are tough. If Clint 
Eastwood were a seat cover, we’re pretty 
sure he’d be ballistic/cordura. You don’t 
even want to look at these covers the wrong 
way, that’s how tough they are. Perfect for 
pet-owners, construction workers, parents 
with “active” kids, and folks (you know 
who you are) who treat their vehicles like a 
temporary receptacle bin until “clean-up” 
day. 

What “Clint” is to ballistic/cordura, Chuck 
Norris is to polycotton drill. These washable 
covers combine the comfort and feel of 
cotton with the durability of polyester, and 
can take a lot of punishment (Chuck, we’re 
not saying you feel like cotton! Just that 
you’re durable and can take punishment! 
Ok???) Popular with soccer moms, service 
professionals, salespeople, mini-van owners 
and other folks with a “pile-in-now/clean-
up-later“ lifestyle.

ENDURING STYLE

ULTIMATE DURABILITY

TOUGH YET COMFORTABLE

BLACK
1D1

TAN
1D5

WINE
1D6

BLUE
1D8

BLACK
1E1

TAN
1E3

GRAY
1E2

CHARCOAL
1E4

BLACK
1P1

GRAY
1P3

TAN
1P5

CASHMERE
1E5



CSC
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SPACER MESH

VELOUR

These smart-looking two-tone covers 
are a favorite with sports car owners and 
the merely “sporty,” alike. This unique 
fabric, with its large number of closely-
spaced holes knit into the weave keeps 
everything cool, dry and comfortable, 
especially in warmer weather. Speaking 
of “cool,” these covers look so good, they 
can make everyone forget you’re driving 
your grandmother’s old clunker.

Velour is commonly used in many domestic 
luxury vehicles, so these covers are a 
nice, economical way to beautify your 
interior. If your uptight aunt never let you 
plop down on her velour couch because it 
wasn’t meant for “sitting,” or she kept it 
mummified in a plastic wrap, here’s your 
chance to see what you were missing.

COOL & SPORTY

LUXURIOUSLY COMFORTABLE

BLACK
2S1

BK/GY
2S3

BK/RD
2S7

BK/BE
2S8

BK/TAUPE
2S9

BLACK
V1

GRAY
V3

DK. BLUE
V8

CHARCOAL
V2

TAN
V5

TAUPE
V15

NEOPRENE (NEOSUPREME)

What “leatherette” is to leather, 
“neosupreme” is to “neoprene.” A 
lightweight, inexpensive, water-resistant 
alternative to neoprene, these covers are 
vibrant, active, and dare we say it – sexy! 
Folks who ride in these seats instantly 
become 50% sexier! (Results may vary). 
We couldn’t say it if it weren’t true! 

AFFORDABLE & ACTIVE

BLACK
2A1

BK/RD
2A7

BK/GY
2A3

BK/D.GY
2A2

BK/BE
2A4

BK/TN
2A5



CSC
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PREMIUM LEATHERETTE

ALCANTARA

NEOPRENE (GENUINE CR-GRADE)

Shhh!  These padded, high-grade vinyl 
covers look and feel so much like 
leather, but at a fraction of the cost, 
that some major auto makers install 
them to “class up” their vehicles.  
Water-resistant and easy to clean, 
it’s like having “leather,” only without 
the “Oh, no, I spilled my soda on the 
leather” worry.

Alcantara is a material that doesn’t fit into 
existing product categories, but defines a 
new category all it’s own. It’s a style that’s 
been so popular with the  European luxury 
car market that we decided to bring it 
stateside.  Combining the softness of suede 
with the luxury of leatherette, Alcantara is a 
truly sleek, stylin’ fabric that is breathable, 
durable, washable, and simultaneously 
stain-resistant and irresistible.

Let’s see: It protects against dirt, moisture, 
spills, pets, kids, and comes in a wide variety of 
styles.  It’s popular with owners of Jeeps, SUVs, 
trucks, convertibles, and racers.  We just read this 
description over and bought a set ourselves!  Oh 
yeah - like it says, this is the genuine CR-Grade 
neoprene article.  We were “shocked, shocked” 
to learn that some cut-rate merchants 
try to pass of “neosupreme” as 
“neoprene.”  Accept no substitutes!

AFFORDABLE LUXURY

EUROPEAN COMFORT

WET SUIT MATERIAL

BLACK
Q1

L.GRAY
Q3

BK/RD
Q17

BK/L.GY
Q13

BK/CE
Q15

BK/M.GY
Q14

BK/TE
Q16

BK/CL
Q12

CHARCOAL
Q2

TAUPE
Q6

CASHMERE
Q5

M.GRAY
Q4

BK/BK
CSCAT1

BK/CHAR
CSCAT2

BK/BEIGE
CSCAT0

BK/GY
CSCAT3

BK
F1

BK/RD
F2

BK/BE
F3

BK/GY
F4

BK/CL
F12

BK/BK
HWN
F9

BK/YW
F5

BK/INF.
ORANGE

F89

BK/RD
HWN
F6

BK/
REALTREE

2B0

BK/TN
F11

BK/SYN.
GREEN

F91

BK/BE
HWN
F8

REALTREE
F56
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GENUINE LEATHER

TACTICAL

INSTALLATION VIDEOS

Can you say “luxurious?”  For the 
“accept no substitutes” crowd, this 
is the same durable yet comfortable 
genuine top-grade American cow 
leather found in high-end luxury cars, 
and tanned specifically for automotive 
interior use.  Go on.  You know you want 
it.

This innovative new system from 
Coverking includes a pair of our 
toughest Ballistic seat covers with 
an integrated MOLLE platform.  This 
allows you to arrange the included 6 
pouches where you need them.  The 
pouches are perfect for holding maps, 
ponchos, pistol magazines, flashlights, 
compasses, shells, sunglasses, 
binoculars, you name it!  Additional 
pouches available.

PREMIUM LUXURY

BUILT FOR ADVENTURE

Our helpful installation guides make installation 
even easier.  Check out the videos to see just how 
simple it is to transform and protect the interior of 
your vehicle!

www.coverking.com/installation

BLACK
1L1

GRAY
1L3

BEIGE
1L5

BLACK
T1

GRAY
T3

TAN
T5



CDC

See fan photos & reviews, and 
add your own, at 

facebook.com/coverking

4 Materials & 
45 Styles

See Customer 
Installation 
Photos and 

Reviews
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CUSTOM
DASH COVERS

FADE 
RESISTANT

COLORS

CUT-OUTS FOR 
VENTS & SENSORS



CDC
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AIRBAG
ACCOMODATION EMBROIDERY 

OPTIONS

ZIG-ZAG 
STITCH

FORM
FITTING

SEE PAGE 47
WHERE REQUIRED

The dashboard is in 
direct line of sight 
and its appearance 
is important.  A 
dashboard cover 
can hide old 
damage, prevent 
future damage, 
and personalize an 
interior.  Depending 
on your material 
and style choice, our 
covers can blend in 
or stand out!

“ZIG-ZAG” STITCH
We use this more 
difficult stitch that 
acts as a hinge 
that allows the 
material to follow the 
contours of the dash 
perfectly.

“BLIND” STITCH
Our competitors use 
this easier stitch, 
which causes the 
material to lift off the 
dash - causing poor 
fit and peformance.

“Protects from the hot
  sun and reduces the glare.   
  Fit right in just like
  from the factory.
  PERFECT!”



CDC
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SUEDE DASH COVER

POLYCARPET DASH COVER

VELOUR DASH COVER

This material is coated with patented finish 
to give it a fine sheen and smooth luxurious 
finish. This coating allows easy cleaning 
and everlasting finish. Coverking Suede 
dashboard covers are the finest dashboard 
coves available anywhere.

A super dense polyester needle 
punch non woven carpeting of 14 oz. per 
yard with 4 oz. of latex backing using 
solution dyed long life automotive dyes. 
This results in an extremely robust 
construction of poly carpet, so effective 
that  Coverking polycarpet is treated with 
fire retardant materials to comply with 
federal motor vehicle safety standard.

A luxury polyester material with 
smooth velour finish. It is laminated 
with 3/16th inch high density foam to 
retain shape which is finally backed 
by trico to finish the material.

TOUCH
OF LUXURY

DENSE
PROTECTION

SMOOTH
& ELEGANT

BLACK
C1

CHARCOAL
C2

GRAY
C3

BEIGE 
C12

BLACK
P1

BLACK
V1

TAN
P5

TAN
V5

BLUE
P11

BLUE
V11

CHARCOAL
P2

CHARCOAL
V2

WINE
P6

WINE
V6

BEIGE
P12

BEIGE
V12

GRAY
P3

GRAY
V3

RED
P7

RED
V7

TAUPE
P15

TAUPE
V15

BROWN
P4

BROWN
V4

DK BLUE
P8

DK BLUE
V8

CARAMEL
P16

CARAMEL
V17



CDC
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FASHION PRINT DASH COVER

MOLDED DASH COVER

For an extra touch of personality, 
specialize your cover with our plush 
designer velour. Coverking treats these 
seat covers with a U.V. and Fire retardant 
agent for uncompromising safety.

Coverking Molded Dash covers are made 
from unique blend of high tech materials 
which can be molded in the shape of the 
dashboard itself.  Molded Dash covers 
are guaranteed for life to retain shape, 
against shrinking.

Our molded dash covers are formed on an exact replica of your dashoard, 
so it holds it’s shape for life - will not warp or curl.  Coverking uses 
cutting edge equipment, like the 3D scanner pictured at right, to measure 
the compound curves found in your dash.  This process results in the 
sleekest cover available - no seams or stitching!  Below is a cover coming 
off of a mold!

HIGH
STULE

AMAZING
SLEEK FIT

WHY A MOLDED DASH COVER?

BLACK 
HWN
A1

BLACK
D1

ZEBRA
A13

DK BLUE
D8

CARAMEL
D16

RED
HWN
A7

CHARCOAL
D2

LEOPARD
A21

BLUE
D11

BLUE
HWN
A8

GRAY
D3

FLAMES
A25

BEIGE
D12

CHEETAH
A9

TAN
D5

MOSSY
OAK
W55

TAUPE
D15



3 Materials &
6 Styles
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CUSTOM
FLOOR MATS
& CARGO LINERS

EXCLUSIVE
NON-SLIP
BACKING PRECISELY CUT

TO FILL ENTIRE
FOOTWELL

EMBROIDERY
OPTIONS

EYELETS FOR 
POSITIONING



See fan photos & reviews, and add your 
own, at facebook.com/coverking

Learn What Others 
Like Before You Buy

23Check Out Real Customer Experiences at www.Facebook.com/Coverking

FADE & STAIN
RESISTANT

TOUGH VELOCITEX™
IN 3 COLORS

CUSTOM FIT

BUMPER BIB
PROTECTS PAINT 

& BUMPER

Many floor mat 
configurations 

available

“A plush OEM look and
  feel.  My feet are happy.”



CFM and 
Cargoliner
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70 OZ. LUXURY CARPET FLOOR MATS

40 OZ. PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS

CUSTOM VINYL FLOOR MATS

FLOOR MAT CONFIGURATIONS

These are the thickest, heaviest, deepest pile and most plush floor mats offered by any aftermarket company. 
The standard Coverking 40 ounce carpet leads the industry. Not satisfied with our own premium material, 
Coverking has produced a 70 ounce nylon carpet.  These mats are backed with a thick no skid polyurethane 
rubber which retains the position of the mat to conform to the foot well. The mats are beveled by hand 
around the emblems. The yarn is chemically treated for stain and soil resistance. 

Our premium custom-fit carpet floor mats are superior in quality to the original floor mats offered by most 
auto manufacturers, including manufacturers of luxury European vehicles. These mats are backed with a 
thick no skid polyurethane rubber which retains the position of the mat to conform to the foot well. The mats 
are beveled by hand around the emblems. The yarn is chemically treated for stain and soil resistance. 

These mats are made from heavy clear vinyl with nibbed backing.  These “floor mat protectors” allow the 
vehicle’s carpet to show through in its natural color.  Protects your factory floor mats or carpet from dirty or 
wet shoes covered with mud, snow, sand, dirt, or snow.  Protector mats look great with any interior color.

TWO FRONT
CFMA FRONT & REAR

CFMB

SINGLE REAR
CFMC DOUBLE REAR

CFMD
U-SHAPE REAR

CFME
I-SHAPE REAR

CFMF
REAR CARGO MAT 

CFMK

CLEAR
5F

BLACK
M1

CHARCOAL
M2

GRAY
M3

BEIGE
M12

OAK
M17

BLACK
X1

OAK
X17



CFM and 
Cargoliner

Pet 
Protector
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CUSTOM CARGO MAT

CUSTOM CARGO LINER

Don’t let spills, mud, and sharp objects ruin your interior cargo 
carpets. Keep your cargo floor safe from hazards with these 
durable carpet or clear vinyl mats that will complete your 
vehicle’s protection and match your floor mats.  Custom cut to 
fit your vehicle’s cargo mat perfectly.

This custom-fit liner is made from ultra-tough Velocitex™, a tough heavy-duty vinyl, and 
designed to provide superior protection for your cargo space.  It offers complete protection 
including the backs of your rear seats, sides of cargo space, and even a large flap that protects 
your tailgate and/or bumper from the hazards of loading/unloading.

BLACK
M1

CHARCOAL
M2

GRAY
M3

BEIGE
M12

OAK
M17

CLEAR
5F

BLACK
M1

GRAY
M2

TAN
M3
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CUSTOM FRONT 
END PROTECTION

HOOD 
PROTECTOR

LOGO
OPTIONS

MILDEW 
RESISTANT

HIGH-QUALITY
VINYL

CUSTOM FRONT END MASK

CUSTOM HOOD PROTECTOR

Coverking front end masks protect your vehicle’s front end 
surfaces. The soft lining that is underneath the product’s high 
quality vinyl will protect your paint from scratches. The tough 
vinyl on the outside, which is a rich looking black, will absorb the 
impact of all the pebbles and other objects that could potentially 
result in paint damage.  Velocitex Plus has an extra soft white 
liner to pamper your finish.

 This is a protection solution for the front of vehicle’s hood from 
little rocks, bugs and other road debris you would hate to wash 
off the hood each time. Produced with the use of Coverking’s 
famous CAD/CAM systems. Custom Hood Protector’s 
installation is quick and it fits like a glove.  Velocitex Plus has an 
extra soft white liner to pamper your finish.

VELOCITEX
B75

VELOCITEX
B75

VELOCITEX
PLUS
B76

VELOCITEX
PLUS
B76

VELOCITEX
PLUS

CARBON
FIBER

B61

VELOCITEX
PLUS

CARBON
FIBER

B61
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CUSTOM
SUNSHIELDS

SOFT INNER
LINER

FOLDS OR ROLLS
FOR EASY
STORAGE

HIGHLY
REFLECTIVE

OUTER SHELL

CUSTOM CUT FOR
COMPLETE

PROTECTION

CUSTOM SUNSHIELD

CUSTOM SUNSHIELD ULTRA

Designed to minimize the heat buildup and damage from ruthless UV rays 
that can damage the interior of your vehicle. Rolls up for easy storage. Unlike 
the “bubble wrap” sunshades available, Coverking offers a high quality tri-
laminated material cut to exacting standards and finished with a black felt 
edging. 

Features a patented, three-layer design that blocks up to 99.8% of heat and radiation. 
The first layer of the sunshade is made from coated silver polyurethane to reflect UV 
rays away from your vehicle, while the second and third layer work in tandem to provide 
total insulation to keep your vehicle at a reasonable temperature. The Coverking Sun 
Shield Ultra is also equipped with vertical seams that fold for easy storage.

CSS265
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CUSTOM WINTER
PROTECTION

CUSTOM
FIT

INSTALLS IN 
SECONDS

RESTRICT
COLD AIR

VARIABLE AIR 
INLETS

DURABLE
WEATHER

RESISTANT
MATERIAL

CUSTOM FROST SHIELD

CUSTOM WARM FRONT

Keep snow and ice from building up on your windshield with this 
durable Frost Shield custom made for your specific vehicle.  Attaches 
to your vehicle in seconds  with adjustable nylon straps.  Specially 
designed attachment system closes in your front doors to resist theft 
and high winds.  Custom fit for perfect protection.

Heavy-duty vinyl exterior and quilted underside keeps engine operating 
at precise temperatures during cold weather. Air flow doors cool 
engine and enhance fuel economy.  Easy to install with no-drill 
fasteners and snap on domes.  

VELOCITEX
B75

VELOCITEX
B75
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UNIVERSAL 
SEAT PET
PROTECTOR

ATTACHES TO 
HEADRESTS

INSTALLS IN 
SECONDS

ADJUST TO 
ENTIRE SEAT 

WIDTH OR 
HALF

HEAVY
DUTY

MACHINE
WASHABLE

UNIVERSAL PET PROTECTOR

CUSTOM PET PROTECTION

This handy seat protector makes it easy to take your pet with you 
without worrying about damage or messes.  Easily installs by 
attaching to headrests, but also includes alternate attachment 
method.  A simple zipper pull transforms the protector to 
accomodate your needs - half seat or full seat protection.

Custom pet protection products combine the fit and look of custom seat covers with some 
extra features to make your vehicle pet-friendly.  The front of the custom seat covers 
extends down across the floor and up the back of the front seats.  This forms a nice area to 
contain your pet and keeps your floor and seat surfaces free from messes and damage.

BLACK
SPC85



Universal 
Vehicle 
Covers

See fan photos & reviews, and add 
your own, at facebook.com/coverking

See customer 
installation 
photos and 

reviews

Fewer seams means less 
risk of seam failure, seam 

leakage, or damage to your 
vehicle’s finish.
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UNIVERSAL 
VEHICLE COVERS

SECURITY 
GROMMETS

FEWEST
SEAMS

POSSIBLE

FOR LOCK & CABLE 
ACCESSORY



Universal 
Vehicle 
Covers

SCAN QR TO USE 
OUR SIZING APP

Or visit www.coverking.com/mobile
Tell our app what you drive and we’ll tell 

you what size cover will fit the best!
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“Solid protection for less...”

SIZED FOR YOUR 
VEHICLE

REINFORCED
DOUBLE
STITCH

ELASTIC AT 
FRONT & REAR 
SECURE COVER

AVAILABLE FOR CARS, 
TRUCKS, VANS,& SUVS



UVC
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COVERGUARD™

TRIGUARD™

COVERBOND 4™

GIFT COVER

For indoor storage and mild 
weather protection. If your neck 
of the woods stays nice and mild 
300 days a year, then Coverguard 
is perfect for your affordable finish 
protection! Made from UV-treated 
single-layer Spunbond poly, it is 
incredibly lightweight for easy 
installation and storage, but strong 
to keep dust and moisture out.

An economical three-layer material 
that guards your vehicle against 
light weather conditions and the sun.  
Great for occassional use, or when 
in a carport or under a roof.  The 
cover for when you want something 
quick and cheap without getting 
emotionally involved.  Excellent 
breathability and fortified with the 
finest UV light retarding agents.

A super-thick, four layer material 
that is more waterproof than 
Triguard™. It’s thickness even shields 
against dings and bings and other 
things resulting from minor contact 
including light hail. Affords your 
vehicle a degree of protection when 
you’re rearranging the carport, or on 
those rainy days when the kids are 
driving you nuts and you tell ‘em to go 
play in the garage.

Imagine that special occasion 
when you hand over the keys to 
an amazing gift to your loved one.  
A gift cover is the perfect way to 
“wrap” your present!  It is reusable 
and comes in three sizes to 
accomodate vehicle size and type.

INDOOR & MILD WEATHER

LIGHT WEATHER

MODERATE WEATHER 
& LIGHT IMPACT

SPECIAL OCCASSION

COVERGUARD
S98

TRIGUARD
I98

COVERBOND 4
N98

GIFT COVER
SPC109,110,111



Motorcycle 
& ATV

Custom Mo-
torcycle

UVC
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CUSTOM MOTORCYCLE COVERS & BAGS

UNIVERSAL MOTORCYCLE COVERS

UNIVERSAL ATV COVERS

These amazingly sleek custom motorcycle covers fit your bike 
perfectly.  Coverking also makes custom tank and tail bags 
that are designed to be an extension of your motorcycle.  Our 
custom patterns are designed for specific makes and models 
of motorcycles, ensuring flawless performance.

Breathable, water-resistant, UV-resistant 
and available in a variety of patterns, sizes 
and fabrics.  Protect against rain, snow, dust, 
bird droppings, and other harsh elements.  
Includes an elasticized bottom hem for a snug 
fit.  Reinforced grommets allow use of lock 
and cable accessory.

Made from 300 denier, heavy-duty polyester 
material and double-stitched. A coating of 
reflective silver polyurethane on the outside and 
two coats of clear polyurethane on the inside 
makes this cover extremely water resistant yet 
breathable.  This prevents corrosion and mildew. 
Included quick release buckles, nylon straps, and 
elastic hem keep cover in place.

SMALL

MEDIUM

SUPERBIKE

CRUISER

FULL DRESS

ADULT BICYCLE

SMALL W/ RACK

SMALL NO RACK

LARGE W/ RACK

LARGE NO RACK

UMXSMALE62
UMXMEDME62
UMXSBKEE62
UMXCRSRE62
UMXFDCRE62

UMXBICYE62

UAVSMWRE62
UAVSMNRE62
UAVLGWRE62
UAVLGNRE62

MOTORCYCLE
& ATV



UTV
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CUSTOM
UTV COVERS

CUSTOM UTV COVERS

CUSTOM UTV SEAT COVERS

Coverking’s Silverguard is the workhorse of custom vehicle covers. They are 
strong 300 denier polyester with silver coating or camo pattern on the top and 
3 coats of polyurethane coating on the underside. Silverguard Plus additionally 
has a polyester felt which is soft on the vehicle’s body and adds to the strength 
of the fabric. These workhorses last and protect your UTV for years. 

Our sporty Neoprene seat covers in camo pattern will complement the camo 
vehicle cover. Coverking is the manufacturer of custom seat covers for many 
of the manufacturers of utility terrain vehicles. Most of them like the various 
camo patterns in Neoprene. Coverking has hundreds of fabrics and colors to 
chose from for all your accessory needs.

SILVERGUARD
E62

SILVERGUARD
REALTREE

E55

NEOPRENE REALTREE
E55



RVUTV
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RV COVERS
CLASS A

CLASS C

FIFTH WHEEL

TRAVEL TRAILER
Keep your trailer looking great with this 
cover made from Presidium, the best RV 
protection you can buy. It’s a solution dyed 
600 denier, 240 grams per square meter 
heavy duty polyester, coated twice on both 
sides with polyurethane. It is double-
stitched, mildew resistant and provides 
excellent protection from the elements. 
Includes easy access zipper and Quick 
Release Buckles with Nylon Straps.

Keep your 5th Wheel looking great 
with this cover made from Presidium, 
the best RV protection you can buy. 
It’s a solution dyed 600 denier, 240 
grams per square meter heavy duty 
polyester, coated twice on both sides 
with polyurethane. It is double-stitched, 
mildew resistant and provides excellent 
protection from the elements. Includes 
easy access zipper and Quick Release 
Buckles with Nylon Straps.

Keep your Class C RV looking great 
with this cover made from Presidium, 
the best RV protection you can buy. 
It’s a solution dyed 600 denier, 240 
grams per square meter heavy duty 
polyester, coated twice on both sides 
with polyurethane. It is double-stitched, 
mildew resistant and provides excellent 
protection from the elements. Includes 
easy access zipper and Quick Release 
Buckles with Nylon Straps.

Keep your Class A RV looking great 
with this cover made from Presidium, 
the best RV protection you can buy. 
It’s a solution dyed 600 denier, 240 
grams per square meter heavy duty 
polyester, coated twice on both sides 
with polyurethane. It is double-stitched, 
mildew resistant and provides excellent 
protection from the elements. Includes 
easy access zipper and Quick Release 
Buckles with Nylon Straps.

24-28 FT
28-30 FT
30-33 FT
33-37 FT
37-40 FT
40-42 FT

23-26 FT
26-29 FT
29-32 FT
32-34 FT
34-36 FT

23-26 FT
26-29 FT
29-33 FT
33-37 FT
37-41 FT

UP TO 20 FT
20-22 FT
22-24 FT
24-27 FT
27-30 FT
30-33 FT
33-37 FT

RVCA28P62
RVCA30P62
RVCA33P62
RVCA37P62
RVCA40P62
RVCA42P62

RVCC26P62
RVCC29P62
RVCC32P62
RVCC34P62
RVCC36P62

RV5W26P62
RV5W29P62
RV5W33P62
RV5W37P62
RV5W41P62

RVTT20P62
RVTT22P62
RVTT24P62
RVTT27P62
RVTT30P62
RVTT33P62
RVTT37P62
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Perfectly Protecting Your Jeep®

Coverking is a leading manufacturer of soft accessories for Jeep® vehicles. Jeep® 
enthusiasts love to show off Coverking’s sporty colorful Neoprene seat covers available in 
a variety of solid and dual colors. We manufacture specialty vehicle covers, masks, floor 
mats and sunshields for all Jeeps®. Coverking is also the exclusive licensee authorized 
to sell Jeep® accessories with genuine Jeep® logos. We were selected by Jeep® on 
account of our reputation and highest international certification for quality TS 16949. In 
the fine tradition of quality first, all Coverking Jeep® products are made to our exacting 
standards with a satisfaction guaranteed policy.

Custom Satin Stretch 
Jeep® Cover



Jeep
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“Seat covers match my  
  YJ perfectly.  Thanks!”

Custom Fit Jeep® 
Floor Mats

Custom Neoprene 
Jeep® Seat Covers

Custom Cut Jeep® 
Sunshield

Custom 
Jeep® Dash Cover



Camaro
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Perfectly Protecting 
Your Camaro™

The Camaro™ is an icon and we have the custom protection 
accessories to keep yours looking brand new!  Our Camaro™ 
accessories not only protect your investment, but allow you 
to customize the appearance.  Our Custom Seat Covers come 
in factory color matching colors like Synergy Green and 
Inferno Orange to perfectly compliment your car!  We have 
masterfully engineered and currently manufacture specialty 
vehicle covers, masks, floor mats and sunshields for your 
Camaro™. In the fine tradition of quality first, all Coverking 
Camaro™ products are made to our exacting standards with a 
satisfaction guaranteed policy.

“My newly installed custom  
      seat covers make the 
         inside look as sharp as 
                             the outside”

Custom Neoprene
Seat Covers

Custom Camaro™ 
Cover



Camaro
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Custom Fit Camaro™ 
Floor Mats

Custom Camaro™ 
Front End Mask

Custom Camaro™ 
Sunshield

Custom Camaro™ Dash Cover



Corvette
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Perfectly Protecting Your Corvette™
Coverking understands that when dealing with the Corvette™, we are dealing with automotive 

royalty. The Corvette™ is a blend of our own hot wheel heritage with the vision of an European 
sports car. We know you have flawless taste; therefore, the only advice we can give you is 

to select your automotive coverings with respect to where you are storing your legend 
and what kind of weather and lifestyle you are exposing it to.  We have spent countless 

hours on researching and developing our car accessories to fit your needs. We 
want you to know that Coverking is nationally and internationally certified by the 

NSF International Registration Ltd. We also achieved the highest rating during 
both certifications, as a result our 

Corvette™ covers, seat covers, 
dash covers, floor mats, sun 
shields and kick guard 
seat protectors are all 
QS9000 and TS16949 
quality.

Custom Corvette™ 
Satin Stretch Cover

Custom 
Corvette™ Dash 
Cover



Corvette
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Custom Corvette™ 
Sunshield

“This classy car needs
  classy protection”

Custom Corvette™ 
Front End Mask

Custom Corvette™ 
Seat Covers



Shelby
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Perfectly Protecting 
Your Shelby®

Fans of the high performance and heritage of their 
Shelby® know that Coverking’s products were 
meant for vehicle’s like this. We apply cutting-edge 
technology to design the official custom Shelby® 
products and demand the highest performance 
from the finished product. We were selected by 
Shelby® on account of our reputation and highest 
international certification for quality TS 16949. In the 
fine tradition of quality first, all Coverking Shelby® 
products are made to our exacting standards with a 
satisfaction guaranteed policy.

Custom Shelby® Cover



Shelby
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Custom Neo-
prene Shelby® 
Seat Covers

“Great car cover! It has 
  that ‘FAST’ appeal just 
  sitting there!”

Custom Shelby® 
Dash Cover

Custom Shelby® Floormats



Viper
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Perfectly Protecting Your Viper™

Coverking is the only manufacturer of custom vehicle covers to capture the essence 
of Viper™ by custom producing the racy designs and patterns in fabrics and colors 
to suit your dream car. Don’t settle for less. Coverking Satin Stretch™ will show 
every muscle, every contour of your Viper™. You can mix and match colors to 
customize your own design just like you customized your Viper™. For the best 
outdoor / indoor cover for your Viper™, select Autobody Armor™, the world’s best 
vehicle cover. Not only will it afford protection from any natural and manmade 
hazards, it will show off your Viper underneath. Autobody Armor™ has super high 
water resistance and super high breathability; two opposing attributes at their 
highest.

Custom Viper™ Cover



Viper
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Custom Viper™ Floor Mats

Custom Viper™ 
Seat Covers

Custom Viper™ Cover

Custom 
Viper™ Sunshield “Fits like a glove and  

  looks fast!”



ACCES-
SORIES
ACCESSORIES
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LOCK & CABLE KIT
Secure your outdoor car cover to 
prevent cover theft.  Easily slides 
through built-in grommets.  Made 
of brass and includes two keys.
M1

UV PROTECTANT SPRAY
Restores and maintains a like-new 
appearance, texture and color. Repels 
dust, soiling and staining.  Developed by 
Coverking for our products.
SCPROTECT

STORAGE BAG
Helps keep your Cover clean and 
out of the way while not in use. 
Made from Coverking’s patented 
durable material.  Easily closes using 
drawstring or velcro.
M4

STEERING WHEEL COVER
Steering Wheel Grips are perfect for hot 
or cold climates. Made from velour fabrics.  
Easy to install and available in many styles.
M10

SEATBELT CUSHION
Made from velour fabric, provides 
comfort from hot, scratchy, 
uncomfortable seatbelts. Easy to 
install.
M2

MINI CAR DUSTER
Wax coated premium duster with 
smaller head for keeping your dash 
dust-free.  Lifts the dust instead of 
moving it around.

SEAT HEATER
Add the latest seat warmer 
technology to your Coverking 
seat covers. Independently 
controlled.  Plugs into 12V 
port.
SEATHEATER

KICK GUARD
Protect seat backs from kid’s feet 
or other messes.  Easy installation 
and removal.  Machine washable.  
24”x18.5”
SPC116

CAR DUSTER
Wax coated premium duster 
with 15” cleaning head.  Easily 
removes dust instead of spreading 
it around.Keep your car looking 
clean and new.
M12

UTILITY CADDY
A perfect add-on to a dash cover. 
Made from velour fabrics.  Fun and 
functional.  Easy to install.
M7

DUFFEL BAG 
Help keep a car cover clean and 
out of the way while not in use.  
Available in several colors and 
materials.
M3

USB CHARGER
Plugs into your 12V cigarette 
lighter port and allows you to 
power a USB device including 
phones, cameras, and iPods. 
SPC412

MEMORY FOAM
Add this amazingly comfortable 
layer of memory foam under 
your seat covers for the ultimate 
seat upgrade.
SC

SP94
E62

SP95

I98

E62



EMBROI-
DERY + 
LOGOS

EMBROIDERY & LOGOS

HERE IS A SMALL SAMPLING OF THE LOGOS AVAILABLE.  PLEASE VISIT WWW.COVERKING.COM TO SEE ALL AVAILABLE OPTIONS.
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1-800-COVERKING (562-3274)

When you call Coverking (6AM to 5PM PST), you’ll speak to one 
of our friendly staff in Anaheim, California.  Place your order by 
phone particularly if you are ordering custom embroidery.  If 
you are ordering seat covers or a car cover, we encourage you 
to order online.  We look forward to speaking with you!

HELPFUL INFO
Common Seat Configurations

Floormat Configurations

MADE IN THE USA & 
SOLD AROUND THE GLOBE
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ORDERING
WWW.COVERKING.COM
Shopping is easy - simply select a product, choose your 
vehicle, and customize.  You can track your order’s 
production and shipping online as well.  If you have any 
questions, please call our helpful US-based customer 
service department.

ORDERING FAQ
1. Can I see a sample of a material before I order?
Just call 1-800-COVERKING and ask one of our customer 
service representatives to mail you one of our many 
swatches.

2. What is a good Coverking support resource online?
Please visit support.coverking.com to search our knowledge 
base, submit a request, and check existing requests.

3. What is the status of my order?
Our sophisticated order tracking is embedded in our 
production processes.  You can see exactly what our skilled 
craftsmen are doing on your product by visiting www.
coverking.com/t-expedite.aspx

4. Is it safe to use my credit card on your website?
Coverking.com is secured by 128Bit COMODO SSL, a 
program that hosts the strongest possible encryption 
availableand cannot be hacked into. The information 
submitted between the user and Coverking.com is fully 
encrypted and protected.

TRACK YOUR ORDER
You can track your order through the production steps and 
shipping.  http://www.coverking.com/t-expedite.aspx

Coverking customers love the ability to check the progress 
of their custom orders - tracking them through the cutting, 
stitching, packaging stages.

Our sophisticated tracking system is embedded in our 
production processes which allows a complex algorithm to 
accurately predict real-time ship dates.

50/50 BUCKET               40/20/40                         60/40                    SOLID BENCH

TWO FRONT
CFMA FRONT & REAR

CFMB

SINGLE REAR
CFMC DOUBLE REAR

CFMD

U-SHAPE REAR
CFME

I-SHAPE REAR
CFMF

REAR CARGO MAT
CFMK
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BECOME A DEALER
SELLING COVERKING PRODUCTS
Coverking welcomes new distributors who are committed to selling quality automotive 
accessories with excellent customer service. Coverking provides several web-based 
tools which integrate with an existing web store to provide the entire Coverking custom 
accessory lineup. Coverking also offers traditional marketing materials for retailers, 
as well as an O.E.M. line where our products can be privately labeled or made to a 
particular specification.

ELIGIBILITY
Coverking requires potential distributors to submit an application. 
Distributors are chosen at Coverking’s discretion. Coverking 
products are also sold through Automotive Accessory Distributors 
such as Keystone.  Scan this QR code to start your application or 
email sales@coverking.com for more information.





HISTORY
Coverking was started in August 1986 by an aerospace executive 
who had the foresight to see the need for mass customization 
in the manufacture of personalized automotive accessories. 
Mass customization is a technology pioneered by Coverking to 

manufacture a highly customized special order product in the 
shortest time possible.  Coverking presents a customer to 

special order a Coverking product for virtually any vehicle 
from the latest models to the ones manufactured in the 
early twentieth century. 

The success of Coverking is attributed to a passion 
to be the leader in innovation and automation. Years 
of valuable experience in sophisticated aerospace 
technology formed the foundation of Coverking 
which led the industry by being the first to obtain 
the highest quality certification, use of state of the 
art CAD / Cam technology and continues to lead 
the industry by combining fashion and technology 
in introducing truly innovative designs in 
automotive accessories.

CULTURE
Coverking is a customer focused company. 
Every Coverking employee is trained to keep 
the end user of the product foremost in each 
and every activity performed in the company. 
This is supported by world class manufacturing 
facilities, state of the art manufacturing 
equipment systems, procedures and a dedicated 
work force.



SALES@COVERKING.COM          COVERKING.COM          1-800-COVERKING          900 E. ARLEE PL. ANAHEIM, CA 92805


